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ABSTRACT

1.

Network traﬃc model is a critical problem for urban applications, mainly because of its diversity and node density.
As wireless sensor network is highly concerned with the development of smart cities, careful consideration to traﬃc
model helps choose appropriate protocols and adapt network
parameters to reach best performances on energy-latency
tradeoﬀs. In this paper, we compare the performance of
two oﬀ-the-shelf medium access control protocols on two
diﬀerent kinds of traﬃc models, and then evaluate their
application-end information delay and energy consumption
while varying traﬃc parameters and network density. From
the simulation results, we highlight some limits induced by
network density and occurrence frequency of event-driven
applications. When it comes to realtime urban services, a
protocol selection shall be taken into account - even dynamically - with a special attention to energy-delay tradeoﬀ. To
this end, we provide several insights on parking sensor networks.

As the urban population is increasing, it brings the economic growth and the denser urban mobility. The ﬁrst to
be aﬀected is the traﬃc congestion. Thanks to the smartphone technology, drivers can get diverse urban information simply from mobile apps. Thus, the availability and
quality of urban information become the most important
criteria for cities. User-generated urban information is the
ﬁrst proposed and enriches the information sources at diﬀerent prospects. Various interesting information can also be
shared according to users’ sudden or periodic urban mobility.
The published content could, however, be outdated or false
because of insuﬃcient participants or malicious users, as well
as limited to human’s observation. In view of this fact, wireless networked sensor devices help obtain more various types
of information and assure of the accurate measurement. According to information types, sensor devices send updated
information periodically or on-demand. That is, a network
packet which consists of certain information, shall be treated
with its corresponding priority in order to respect an acceptable information delay. Thanks to the increasing mobility
need, some interesting urban services can be carried out by
networked sensor devices. Among which, the traﬃc congestion is the greater thought at present and a huge percent of
traﬃc jams are caused by the vehicles looking for parking
spaces. So far as urban drivers are concerned, smart streetside parking system assisted by networked sensor devices is
needed to shorten the parking search time and the parking
distance from destinations.
These networked parking sensor devices detect the availability of parking spaces and form a wireless sensor network
(Wsn). Such a so-called parking sensor network (Psn) has
the following characteristics: First, parking sensors are stationary, in-ground and scattered with a minimum adjacent
distance. Second, the network topology is linear and limited by urban street layout. Third, the sensing area of each
parking sensor does not have any intersection because of
the lack of multiple detection. Fourth, packet generation
rate depends on the vehicle’s arrival and departure. Fifth,
the availability parking information is the data of real-time
parking service. Based on these, we see the importance of
device lifetime considering their maintenance and latency
while providing real-time service to urban citizens. Hence,
we can say that Psn is a specialized form of Wsn and also
inherits its energy and delay constraints.
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INTRODUCTION

To optimize network parameters for best performance, the
network traﬃc is signiﬁcant. Three mainstream traﬃc models are request, event and time-driven. Request-driven models are irrelevant for parking sensor networks since continuous recording is required for municipalities. Time-driven
or periodic application is often used in testing the performance of network protocols because of its low dependence
on the environment. Event-driven application is tricky due
to its variety on diﬀerent types of observed events. Considering diﬀerent conﬁgurations of parking sensor networks, the
Mac protocol, which deals with the bandwidth allocation,
will be the ﬁrst to be confronted. The Wsn Mac protocols are mainly classiﬁed as contention-based and schedulebased. Contention-based protocols provide a contentionbased bandwidth allocation for sensor nodes and are widely
discussed in urban applications. Schedule-based, also known
as contention-free, protocols require at least one central node
time-synchronized or asynchronized networks. Asynchronous
method needs to perform a low power listening (Lpl) before
transmitting each packet, thus its cumulative energy dissipation is not favorable for parking sensor network. From
our survey, we are only interested in the impact of traﬃc
intensity on time-synchronized Mac protocols. Our body of
work is to simulate the traﬃc inﬂuence on stationary Wsn
with the aim of improving the design of network architecture. Our contributions are summarized as follows: First,
modeling of periodic and event-driven urban parking sensor applications by observing vehicle’s arrival and departure.
Second, energy and delay performance evaluation of two different applications through extensive experiments on urban
scenarios, so as to compare two fundamental Mac protocols.
Third, some key thresholds help to ﬁnd a best conﬁguration
and highlight the importance to develop an adaptive Mac
protocol which can distributedly detect the traﬃc intensity
and switch between diﬀerent conﬁgurations when required.
Fourth, we also highlight some notbale issues while deploying multiple-hop parking Psn.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, we give a review on diﬀerent MAC protocols. In
Section 3 we introduce the network traﬃc model and the calculation of the information delay. In Section 4 we construct
the urban environment and then perform the simulations by
using contention-based and schedule-based Mac protocols.
Finally, we summarize our works in Section 6.

2.

RELATED WORKS

Smart on-street parking application has received a lot of
attention in recent years. Its main mission are to collect the
realtime parking availability information and to disseminate
the information to mobile users simply through a smartparking app. Two types of collection methods are mobile
and stationary. The former is to take advantage of vehicle’s
mobility to collect information along the route. In which,
the most economical is crowdsourcing based mobile application. Therefore, it is obvious that crowdsourcing parking
assistance system cannot provide a reliable realtime service
required by municipalities[13]. Neither does the mobile sensor side-mounted on a taxicab or bus for detecting an onstreet parking map. For example, the ParkNet system in
San Francisco[10], collects data with the location information from GPS receiver and then transmit it over a cellular
uplink to the central server. Such a mobile parking sensor
system requires much less installation, yet needs a longer

average inter-polling time, to wit, 25 minutes for 80% of
the cells in busier downtown area with only 300 cabs. Stationary collection method is to install on-site vehicle detection sensors[15] to monitor the occupancy status of parking
spaces. Based on this, large-scale road-side parking sensor
network has been implemented in many cities, e.g., SFpark
project[18] in San Francisco, LA Express Park in Los Angeles, FastPrk in Barcelona, Connected Boulevard in
Nice and so forth. Among them, the eﬃciency of parking
sensor network is the ﬁrst concern. A lot of protocols have
been proposed for urban Wsn applications. We sort them
out as the following three groups.
• Contention-based protocols are much widely studied in Wsn and generally based on or similar to Csma.
When one node has a packet to send, it will have to
struggle with the other competitors to get permitted
of using the medium. The winner selection is somehow randomized. The synchronous Mac protocols are
generally duty-cycled and require time-synchronized,
such as S-mac, T-mac, Conti[1], Sift[6] and so forth.
The state-of-the-art synchronization method is to be
done through hardware or message exchange, and then
a piggybacked acknowledge can be used to solve the
clock shifting eﬀect[19]. The asynchronous versions use
low-power listening(Lpl) or its preamble-shortened approach to match up the transmission period between
transmitter and receiver end, such as B-mac, Wisemac,
X-mac, Scp-mac[25], Ri-mac[21] and so on. Among
them,[7–9] compared the power dissipation between
asynchronous and synchronous contention-based protocol. In which, Lpl method is interesting in very
low traﬃc intensity (less than one packet per day)
or dynamically changing topologies. Otherwise, synchronous protocol outperforms asynchronous one. The
drawback of such a protocol is the packet collision
causing by increasing network density and hidden terminal.
• Schedule-based protocols are generally centralized
and suitable for static topologies. Assigned nodes play
the master role to allocate slotted network resource
to their slaves. The mechanism is generally based on
Tdma or Cdma. The clock of each node must be
time-synchronized. Scheduled slots can be ﬁxed or ondemand. Some noted protocols are like Drand[17],
Leach[5], Trama[14] and Tsmp[12]. They use Tdma
as the baseline Mac scheme, and then take Csma,
Aloha or Cdma for improving these join/leave/synchronize messages. The drawbacks are ﬁrstly not easy to
adapt to the dynamics of network, and secondly the
slower response of the centralized control while adapting the schedule to the traﬃc variation.
• Hybrid contention- & schedule-based is to combine the advantages of both protocols in order to reach
the best performance. Z-mac[16] behaves like Csma
under low competition and under high competition,
like Tdma. Funneling-mac[2] uses Csma as the baseline, and changes to Tdma while receiving on-demand
beaconing from the sink, that is to say, nodes close
to the sink performs Tdma. Funneling-mac works
in the application of data collection. iQueue-mac[26]
runs in Csma in light load and then uses queue-length
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Figure 1: Timeline of sensor’s occupancy status
piggybacking as accurate load information to ask for
additional variable Tdma time slots if needed.
The occupancy and vacant durations are diﬀerent to get
due to the constraint of real Psn implementation. The
arrival and departure were generally assumed Poisson distributed, and the occupancy rate of the parking system can
be analyzed by Markov process. However, the newest report
in Santander shows that the vehicle’s occupied time can be
described by Weibull distribution[22]. Therefore, which type
of MAC protocol suites best the urban smart parking application in terms of network density and traﬃc intensity? In
this paper, we conﬁgure several diﬀerent scenarios with different network density, traﬃc intensity and two mainstream
Mac protocols in order to ﬁnd the best conﬁguration while
constructing urban WSN applications.

3.

NETWORK TRAFFIC MODEL

In urban sensor network, sensors are often stationary to
monitor certain events, and thence the packet transmission
shall always happen and never end. In other words, the key
point of modeling an event-driven application will be to ﬁnd
an appropriate distribution to deﬁne the traﬃc interval, viz
inter-event interval. Next, we present the modeling of the
event occurrence and the deﬁnition of information delay with
respect to urban smart parking applications.

3.1 Vehicle’s arrival and departure
In parking sensor networks, the main observed events are
vehicles’ arrivals and departures. For any parking sensor,
each vehicle arrival accompanies exact by one departure
prior to next arrival. To model it, we ﬁrst look at the event
occurrence sequence on one parking sensor. We suppose
each parking sensor is precise enough and provides merely
two status, namely occupied and vacant. The occupied interval from vehicle’s arrival to departure is so-called parking
time Tp,t , conversely, the vacant interval is available time
Tv,t . During which, each sensor detects vehicle’s presence or
absence at a given time t, shown in Figure 1. Both Tp,t and
Tv,t proper shall be described by a ﬁtting distribution in order to approximate their randomness. From Vlahogianni’s
report[22], the massive real-time parking availability data,
obtained by an on-street parking sensor network in Santander, shows that the occupied duration is best described
by a Weibull distribution. By assuming that Tp,t and Tv,t
are both Weibull distributed with rate parameters λ and µ
and shape parameters α and β, we have:
)α
α−1 −( X
λ

• P r(Tp,t = X) = λαα X
stands for the probe
ability of choosing a occupancy time X.
−( Y )β

• P r(Tv,t = Y ) = µββ Y β−1 e µ stands for the probability of choosing a vacant time Y .
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The vehicle’s interarrival duration can be expressed as
Z = Tp,t + Tv,t in which, one turnover is counted. The occupancy rate will be E[Tp,t /(Tp,t + Tv,t )] = λΓ(1 + α1 )/(λΓ(1 +
1
) + µΓ(1 + β1 )). From literature, Pareto and Weibull disα
tribution have been discussed to describe the burstiness of
network traﬃc. While looking at the Figure 5 in [22], the occupancy duration in four diﬀerent regions follow the Weibull
distribution with the shape parametes approximately 0.4∼0.7.
When the shape parameter is smaller than 1, the occupancy
duration is heavy-tailed[3]. We took the Weibull parameters in [22] and then get its CDF and survival of Z in Figure 2. Hence, if Tp,t and Tv,t are both heavy-tailed, so is
Tp,t + Tv,t . From [11], the cdf F (t) of interarrival time Z
has regularly varying tail such that: 1 − F (t) ∼ t−ǫ L(t) as
t → ∞. L(t) is a slowly varying function at inﬁnity, that is,
limt→∞ L(tx)/L(t) = 1 ∀x > 0. From Mitov’s model, the
distribution function of the interarrival times is Weibull with
0 < ǫ ≤ 1, the shape parameter ν = 1 − ǫ and scale parameπǫ
ter γ = C sin π(1−ǫ)
, provided that N t1−ǫ → C, 0 < C < ∞
and N is the number of traﬃc sources, namely parking sensors. If we increase the amount of observed parking sensors,
i.e., N , the vehicle interarrival time is shown in Figure 3
and the shape parameter is approximating to 1. The count
model based on Weibull interarrival times is studied in [4].
The probability of k arriving vehicles in a given interval is
calculated as below:

P (N (t) = k) =

∞
�
(−1)j+k ( γt )νj Δkj
j=k

=
where Δk+1
j

�j−1

m=k

Γ(νj + 1)

k = 0, 1, · · ·

(1)

for k = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
Δkm Γ(νj−νm+1)
Γ(j−m+1)

and j = k + 1, k + 2, k + 3, · · · . Δ0j = Γ(νj+1)
j = 0, 1, 2, · · · .
Γ(j+1)
In a business area or on weekdays, the average occupied
time can be shorter according to the area hourely activities
or parking policy. Its impact to network traﬃc will have to
be considered as well.

3.2
3.2.1

Network trafﬁc models
Event-driven trafﬁc

The event occurrence frequency has a great impact on
event-driven applications. Each parking sensor sends one
packet while one vehicle arrives and another when it leaves,
that is, sensor sends two packets every Tp,t +Tv,t which is the
interarrival time of vehicles. The average interarrival of network packets from parking sensor i is 21 (λi Γ(1+ α1i )+µi Γ(1+
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On the contrary, periodic application is only aﬀected by
the traﬃc interval ω instead of event occurrence frequency.
The amount of generated packets is inversely proportional
to the traﬃc interval. While using periodic traﬃc model,
the amount of network traﬃc is unaﬀected by the sensory
information. It simply sends out a packet with the current
time-stamped status when the time is up.
Definition 1. Information delay Tdelay is the required
time for knowing a changed occupancy status of a parking
sensor.
In event-driven application, each sensor sends out the updated information at once when detecting any event, namely,
application delay is almost zero. Periodic application is subject to the traﬃc interval so that an application delay shall
be added up.
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))
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per second. While considering N parking spaces, the
count model of total generated network packets is:

CN (Δt) =

N
�
i=1

λi Γ(1 +

2Δt
+ µi Γ(1 +

1
)
αi

1
)
βi

(2)

Where Δt is the observation period. When CN1 (Δt) =
CN2 (Δt), the packet and vehicle interarrival durations are
the same. However, in such a case, even though N1 = N2 ,
we can still ﬁnd several sets of diﬀerent combinations of λi ,
αi , µi and βi . These parameters decide the variation of Tp,t
and Tv,t which give the information about the utilisation of
street parking.
Exponential distribution has been widely used for simulating the vehicle’s arrival. It is one shape of Weibull distribution while shape parameter is equal to 1. Hence, we try
to compare the diﬀerences while applying Weibull distribution in the network traﬃc model with respect to Exponential
distribution. Figure 4 shows that the packet generation rate
is strongly decided by the sum of Tp,t and Tv,t from equation (2), and also proportional to the shape parameter(ν)
when the scale parameter(γ) is ﬁxed. The reason of reducing packet generation rate is caused by part of longer parking occupancy time, which is well described by heavy-tailed
distribution.
Then we ﬁx the average of vehicle interarrival time and
compare two diﬀerent shape parameters 0.5 and 1. In Figure 5, we see that the non-uniform property is more obvious
when the shape parameter is smaller than 1. This is because the inﬁnite mean and inﬁnite variance which make a
larger variations among parking sensors. Moreover, what is
the impact to the network coordinator? Figure 6 shows the
network load while managing 24 parking sensors. We can
see clearly that when the shape parameter is 0.5, the bursti-

PARKING SENSOR NETWORK EXPERIMENTS

4.1

Bandwidth allocation methods

Before starting the simulation, we compared several different MAC protocols. From the literature, we ﬁnd that to
choose a contention- or schedule-based Mac protocol has
been the subject of much controversy. To compare their efﬁciency, we evaluate two oﬀ-the-shelf Mac protocols: dutycycled Tdma for schedule-based and duty-cycled Csma/ca
for contention-based. From the reason mentioned in section 2, both of them are running under a time-synchronized
environment. To minimize the idle listening period in each
data slot, each transmitter sends a very small beacon to
reserve an appointment before starting the data transmission. If the reservation fails, the transmitter will put the
packet into the queue, turn oﬀ its radio and wait for the
next time slot. Instead of wasting energy to do a vain transmission, sensor nodes prefer to evaluate the receiver’s availability through these very small beacons.

4.1.1

Schedule-based bandwidth allocation

Considering the sensor network is often bandwidth-limited,
the only medium resource is time divisions in a single-channel
scenario. Each node arrived in the network will send a request in order to be preassigned to one partition of medium
resource to transmit their packets. While the network coordinator does not know in advance the traﬃc model and
node position, it preallocates an equal partition to all the
nodes in his subnet. If a node has no packets to send in its
term, the others still cannot seize this occasion to send their
packets out.
s0
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s2

.......

sN
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.......

←−—— duty cycle Tdc ——−→
Figure 7: Duty cycle of schedule-based B.A.
The duty cycle comprises an inactive period and at least
N + 1 time slots for N parking sensors and 1 coordinator,
shown in Figure 7. Each sensor can only send its packet on

its pre-assigned time slots. The duration of duty cycle can
be calculated by Tdc = Tslot ∗(N +1)+Tinactive . If the packet
transmission fails on the current time slot, the next retrial
will be in Tslot (N + 1) seconds. The advantages of schedulebased B.A. are the nearly very little packet collision rate and
lower energy consumption since nodes only send beacons in
certain slots. If sensor nodes’ traﬃc model is given, schedulebased B.A. can optimize the resource assignment to reach
a better performance. The drawbacks are that many time
slots are wasted and a longer delay time is caused, also the
urban traﬃc model is dynamic and time-variant. Else, if
there is a new node which intends to join this network, the
gateway will have to reallocate the resource while there is
no enough time slots.

4.1.2

Contention-based bandwidth allocation

Contention-based B.A. uses competition based medium
access control due to the inﬂexible resource allocation previously mentioned. The principle is that the node gets its
partition of network resource when it asks for. If more than
two nodes declare their demands, a competition will be held
to choose who is the current transmitter. The transmitter
candidates randomly choose a waiting time for sending the
reservation beacon and then listen to the medium before the
waiting time expires. If these candidates hear any beacon in
the meantime, they will turn oﬀ the radio and wait for next
resource allocation. Otherwise, the candidate will send out
a beacon message to announce its transmission.
s0

inactive

s0

inactive

←− duty cycle Tdc −→
Figure 8: Duty cycle of contention-based B.A.
The duty cycle contains the competition, data transmission and inactive periods, shown in Figure 8, Tdc = Tslot +
Tinactive . The advantages of contention-based resource allocation are the better use of network resource and a short
network delay. The drawbacks is the inevitable packet collision which causes arbitrarily high energy consumption and
latency on grounds of endless competitions triggered by high
node density. If there is a new node which intends to join
this network, it will just join the competition and increase
the packet collision rate.

4.2 Simulation experiences
From the real implementation in SFpark project[18], we
ﬁnd that the network coordinators (router or gateway) are
always installed in crossroads considering the maximum coverage and the facility of relays. Hence, we ﬁrst take one
small cell in a crossroad with diﬀerent network density. The
topologies are depicted in Figure 9. Our simulations, performed with the WSNet simulator[24], use the simulation
parameters in table 1. We set the slot durations are both 0.1
seconds in order to have the same active time and so does
the throughput.

4.2.1

Impact of network density

Figures 10 and 11 shows the per-node energy consumption using periodic and event-driven network traﬃc models. The x-axis stands for the sensor number in the network. In schedule-based B.A., the minimum energy depletion is required to arrange the schedule. As the network dimension increases, each sensor also consumes more energy.

gateway

sensor

(a) 12 nodes

(b) 24 nodes

(c) 36 nodes

(d) 48 nodes

(e) 60 nodes

(f) 72 nodes

(g) 84 nodes

(h) 96 nodes

Figure 9: Topologies of diﬀerent numbers of sensors. Increase the node density by adding one more line or one more
side of curb parking.
Table 1: Simulation parameters
Simulation time: 86400 seconds Batch: #20
Sensor number: 12 ∼ 96
Gateway number: 1
Distance between two adjacent sensors: 5 meters
Distance from the gateway to its vicinal sensors: 10 meters
Transmit power output 3 dBm
Receive sensitivity -85 dBm
Data rate 250 kbps
802.15.4 Radio
Ptx 65.7 mW Prx 56.5 mW
Pcs 55.8 mW Pof f 30 µW
Eradio.switch 0.16425mJ
Packet size 84 bytes
MAC: duty-cycled schedule & contention-based bandwidth
allocation, slot duration=0.1s. Retransmission&piggyback.
Application: Event-driven - λ, µ & α = β = 0.5 , Periodic - ω
Routing: gradient[23]
Propagation: Corner pathloss(λ = 0.125)[20]+Rayleigh fading

Contention-based B.A. suﬀers from packet collision when the
network competitors increase. Else, periodic traﬃc, which
generates one packet per 60 seconds, has too much interference and cannot send more packets after there are more
than 84 network competitors. Figures 12 and 13 show the information delay of event-driven application under scheduleand contention-based B.A.. The information delay of periodic application is strongly related to the traﬃc interval
and not appropriate for real-time urban application. We
will show the result in next subsection. Event-driven application is more sensitive to the bandwidth allocation methods
and generally proportional to the duration of duty cycle Tdc .
From the result, we know that: First, �
the probability of a
packet arriving in k th duty cycle is pk k−1
i=1 (1 − pi ) where
pi is the probability that the packet is received in ith cycle.
Second, when a packet arrives in k th duty cycle, the arriving
time point is uniformly distributed with the mean T2dc . The
expectation of information delay of event-driven application
is calculated as below:
E[Tdelay ] =

∞
�
k=1

(pk

�k−1
i=1

(1 − pi ))(k −

1
)Tdc
2

(3)

p1 Tdc �
1
+
(1 − p1 )(1 − p2 )k−2 p2 (k − )Tdc
2
2
∞

=

k=2

(4)
Here pi is mainly a function of the network load, duty
cycle and resource allocation method. In contention-based
protocol, we see that packets have a very low chance to
arrive the destination if they do not arrive in ﬁrst duty cycle.
When the network load is aﬀordable for the network, p1 is
quite high and {pi }∞
i=2 are all similarly very low. If packets
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Figure 12: Information delay of event-driven application
while varying traﬃc parameters and node number under
schedule-based B.A.
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Figure 13: Information delay of event-driven application
while varying traﬃc parameters and node number under
contention-based B.A.

do not arrive within ﬁrst duty cycle, the delay time starts
to be arbitrarily large. That is the drawback of Csma. In
schedule-based protocol, if packets do not arrive in ﬁrst duty
cycle, they still have a good chance to arrive in the coming

4.2.2

Impact of trafﬁc intensity and burstiness

The simulation we ran in this section used the topology
depicted in Figure 9(b) with 24 nodes. Figure 14 shows the
relationship between traﬃc interval ω and per-node energy
consumption, we see that periodic traﬃc is less aﬀected by
the B.A. method and strongly related to the traﬃc interval.
The periodic traﬃc is equivalent to constant bit rate so that
the traﬃc is known and uniform among all sensor nodes.
Hence the deviation of consumed energy is not apparent.
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From Figure 18, duty cycle is generally determined by
slot duration which is, however, bounded by traﬃc model.
The minimum slot duration Tslot.min shall be long enough
to complete a reservation and a piggybacked packet transmission so that packet size and data rate are the important
factors. Nevertheless, the maximum slot duration Tslot.max
is limited by the minimum required throughput according
to applications carried out in the network. That is to say,
if the slot duration is equal to Tslot seconds, the maximum
1
throughput will not exceed Tslot
packets per second by assuming that the inactive period is zero. We varied slot duration from 0.1 to 1.2 seconds by applying the topology in
Figure 9(b) with 24 nodes and then got the energy-delay
tradeoﬀ. For Tp,t + Tv,t = 160, Tslot.max << 3.33 considering the routing overhead. Hence, we can see that the
energy deviation is more obvious when the slot duration is
approximating to Tslot.max in contention-based B.A.. That
1
and
is because the number of data slot decreases with Tslot
results in more network competitors in each data slot. However, thanks to the extremely low collision rate in schedulebased B.A., the energy deviation is still low even though we
increase the slot duration. Accordingly, while having the
same slot duration, the energy consumption in contentionbased B.A. is a bit higher, yet the information delay is much
shorter. In other words, subject to the throughput condi-
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4.2.3

250
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In Figure 15, we see that the information delay between
periodic and event-driven applications is not that diﬀerent.
Since the arriving time point during the traﬃc interval is
uniformly distributed, its expected value can be calculated
by the summation of the application-layer delay and Mac1
layer end-to-end delay, that is, ω2 + Tdc ( 1−p
+ 12 ). If the
p2
event occurrence frequency is much higher than traﬃc interval, the sensory status could change more than one time in ω
seconds. In this way, some update information will be missed
if the sensor does not store it into packet and the information delay will be also shorter and exponentially distributed.
However, it is obvious that the consumed energy is extremely
low while ω ≥ 1200. In other words, the information delay
which is more than 1200 seconds will not be acceptable for
realtime urban services. But it is interesting to assign a periodic traﬃc with a long interval on sensor nodes simply to
inform gateways of their existences and current battery status. On the contrary, event-driven application, aﬀected by
Weibull distribution, has a larger variation on packet generation rate, and so does the energy consumption, shown in
Figure 16. The burstiness of Weibull traﬃc model creates
a strong non-uniform traﬃc on each sensor node because of
its inﬁnite variance. Figure 17 shows the information delay
while the network dimension is ﬁxed. When the network
load is aﬀordable for the network (p1 → 1), the information
delay is generally proportional to Tdc . When we increase
the event occurrence rate (Tp,t + T v, t = 4800 → 320), p1
starts to reduce from 0.96 to 0.88 in schedule-based B.A.
and from 0.99 to 0.96 in contention-based B.A.. Even the
network load is high, contention-based protocol can still delivery more packets (79%) than schedule-based (68%) in
ﬁrst duty cycle thanks to its dynamic bandwidth allocation
method. Schedule-based protocol requires more central information exchange between sensors and network coordinator so that it is much less adaptive to the traﬃc variation
and not preferable for distant sensor nodes.
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Figure 20: Per-node consumed energy and delay of eventdriven application under (left) contention- and (right)
schedule-based B.A.

tions, for the same information delay, contention-based B.A.
consumes signiﬁcantly less energy than schedule-based one.

4.2.4

Impact of multiple-hop

While deploying a large-scale parking sensor network, multiple hop is inevitable considering the complexity of urban
environment and the limitation of transmission range. Since
the transmission range is generally proportional to the transmit power output (Tpo), to reduce Tpo and transmit packets with a shorter transmission distance will be a good idea
to extend the lifetime of parking sensors. The longer lifetime
the sensor has, the fewer maintenance the municipality has.
From the previously discussed, we see the problem of energy
hole and hop limit (delay). For a better consideration, we
take a parking map from SFpark[18] and construct it in our
simulation depicted in Figure 19. Here, all sensors work as

a reduced function device and can only communicate with
repeaters or gateways. Only repeaters and gateway, namely
full function device, can forward any received packets until the packet arrives the gateway. Since parking sensor is
generally in-ground and repeater can be installed on the
streetlight and powered by solar cell, this conﬁguration is
greatly preferable to municipalities. With the parking map
we have, we ﬁrst deploy repeaters in each intersection and
in the middle of the road section when needed. In this simulation, we take four diﬀerent Tpo = {3, 0, −3, −7} dBm. In
Figure 19, the red repeaters are needed when Tpo is equal to
3 and 0 dBm. When Tpo is -3 dBm, the red, blue and grey
repeaters are all needed as well. When Tpo is -7 dBm, the
grey repeater cannot provide a stable support and have to
add some more repeaters to guarantee the quality of service.
When Tpo is smaller than -10 dBm, the density of repeater
will be very high (at least 2 repeaters per road section). The
energy and information delay results are shown in Figure 20
while applying contention- and schedule-based B.A.. Also,
we get some facts from this experiences: First, the update
frequency of gradient routing, which aﬀects the transmission
path, shall be high enough according to the dynamic urban
environment. Second, the network is divided into several
small dimension cells so that contention-based protocol shall
be favorable. Third, a minimum Tpo is required considering
the router deployment limited by the street layout. Fourth,
the load of each router, labeled as a numeric in Figure 19,
shows that the load balancing is needed for gradient routing;
otherwise, certain routers will run out of energy soon.
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Figure 21: Best conﬁguration versus vehicle activity and
network density
cycle (p1 ) and the duration of duty cycle (Tdc ). In
schedule-based B.A., if packets do not arrive in 1st
duty cycle, they can still have quite high chance to
arrive in 2nd or 3rd duty cycle. In contention-based
B.A., the packets, which do not arrive in 1st duty cycle, will probably never arrive or have a very long information delay due to the exponential backoﬀ time.
Thus, while the ratio of network dimension to network load is higher than 0.3, schedule-based B.A. shall
be applied to ensure the packet delivery ratio. N =
0.3 ∗ 12 ∗ (Tp,t + Tv,t ) = 0.3( 12 λγ(1 + α1 ) + 21 µγ(1 + β1 )).
• Energy-delay tradeoff The energy consumption
is proportional to network dimension, traﬃc variation
and duty cycle. The duty cycle is generally determined
by slot duration and limited by Tslot.max < N1 ( 12 λγ(1+
1
) + 12 µγ(1 + β1 )). While giving a desired informaα
tion delay, contention-based Mac consumes much less
energy. What will happen if the network traﬃc and
node densities are both high? Tdc shall be greater
2
2
1
or ω1 respectively. Since Tp,t +T
≪ 2ω
than Tp,t +T
v,t
v,t

ENGINEERING INSIGHTS

• Information delay From the results, the delay time
can be calculated by equation(3) and then mainly determined by the probability of arriving in 1st duty

Periodic
Schedule-based

0

In this section, we summarize our results in section 4 and
provide engineering insights to streamline the Wsn construction of urban smart parking application. The B.A. method
is the utmost important key point of determining energy
consumption and information delay when traﬃc and node
densities are known a priori. We applied two fundamental
types of B.A. to our simulations instead of choosing particular protocols. In this way, we can see clearly that how the
traﬃc intensity and node density aﬀect the network performance and the results could serve as guidelines for urban
sensor network designers. We discuss it separately from the
following viewpoints by referring to Figure 21.
• Network traffic models We showed that the impact of the periodic traﬃc interval for selecting an appropriate ω > 1200, and then the inﬂuence of event
triggered application with Weibull distributed vehicle
occupancy time. From literature, the shape parameter
is always smaller than 1 and heavy-tailed. Weibull distributed packet interarrival time also shows the burstiness and non-uniform packet generation rate of network traﬃc comparing to exponentially distributed.
The traﬃc characteristics requires a dynamic bandwidth allocation, e.g., contention-based Mac. When
the event occurrence frequency is 2 times more than
ω = 1200, part of event-driven packets can be combined with the periodic traﬃc so as to reduce the network load and energy consumption after evaluating the
information delay.

Periodic
Contention-based
4800

to apply periodic application, certainly ω1 exceeds Tdc
1
. By assuming Nm is the maximum numfaster than 2ω
ber of nodes to apply periodic application in schedulebased B.A., we have ((N +1)∗Tslot +Tinactive )−1 = ω1 .
ω
Thus, Nm = Tslot
− 1 if Tinactive = 0.
• Transmit power output The Psn architecture introduced in subsection 4.2.4 is good for extending the
lifetime of in-ground sensor nodes. Based on this, the
communication range is signiﬁcant for router/gateway
deployment. A minimum Tpo is required for sensor
nodes so as to reach these routers or gateways in crossroads.
• Load balancing In multi-hop network, the routing
path is maintained by gradient routing. From the results in Figure 19, we see the network load in each
router is highly non-uniform. The load balancing shall
be considered into the implementation of routing protocol.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied parking sensor networks, especially focusing on delay constraints and energy eﬃciency issues from a viewpoint of network traﬃc. Two types of traﬃc
models are performed with diﬀerent rate parameters. While
deploying in diﬀerent topologies and traﬃc variation, the
network limit is revealed. With the simulation results, we
then provide our engineering insights for urban sensor network designers, in particular the best combination of traﬃc

models and bandwidth allocation depending on the urban
activity and the network density. We also highlight some issues while deploying parking sensors in multi-hop networks.
The protocol selection ﬁgure, shown in previous section,
gives a good picture of the impact from the variation of trafﬁc and node density. Each combination performs a set of
information in respective circumstances. While knowing the
network limits, the performance is easier to be maintained
by adjusting the protocol behaviors and parameters to reach
the optimization goal. Even though these thresholds can be
slightly shifted by particular optimized protocols, no doubt
it retains a clear overview to build urban applications over
Psn. These insights highlight the importance to develop an
adaptive Mac protocol which is able to distributedly detect the intensity of traﬃc and switch between event- and
periodic traﬃc model when required.
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